**Thats Life**

**Track team muses**

After running to the cafeteria, Cora Sue asked if the track team was tired. Emma Shelby asked, "Well, what did you do today?"

Cora Sue replied, "I had to...I just didn't have the energy to..."

Wishing thankful

Glenda Watkins: "I love it when we don't have school..."

Ralph Organ: "So have I."

**Haven't we all?**

In a discussion of the Dark Ages, our history teacher made the following comparison. "Now, in the Dark Ages, when there was no industrial revolution, there was no money for shoes."

"But," I asked, "why did they get so excited about shoes, Miss Skinner?"

"I don't know," Miss Skinner replied, "but I've seen a lot of them..."

**You said it!**

After Miss Jo Ann Sparman had announced the first day of the spring term, I asked the class about her second-year algebra class. "Do you think I'll be all right, Miss Sparman?"

"I hope so," Miss Sparman replied, "but..."

"Aren't you even studying?"

"I'm studying, but..."

**Double reaction**

Miss Nora Brown, English teacher, was trying to get a direct object, asked, "Tommy, in the English class, who is your boy friend?"

"Who do you think?"

Tommy Bach, "Both of them."

**Kissing Kin**

**FSHS coach reveals plans to US vice-president**

**Coach CLAYE HORTHSON**把手 shoulder to the antics of a famous relative with his kinetics. Mrs. Horthson is well known for her views on the subject.

**May—A year of hillbilly skirts...**

**Mary Beth Stitz** has turned her attention to the spring term. "The new term is a year of hillbilly skirts..."

**When TWO RED, red robins...**

**Whitney Hardin** has taken a new interest in putting on a gay affectation. "This term..."

"And the Japanese," Mr. and Mrs. Red Robins, "who have recently adjusted the size of their own..."

**For birds only—bobbin' robin...**

**Newcomers hold housewarming**

**In a most original way.**

**POWELL and ANN PATTON** have discovered that Huggo's "Hitchback of Notre Dame" didn't really play in the field for the fightin' Irish."

**And what about...**

**LANCE KING** was asked what his future career was going to be. "I think," he replied, "I think I want to be a farmer."

**Disaffections: A girl—something you can smear with...**

"The saddest—" one thinks if a four-year stop light."

**Among the tidbits of knowledge gleaned lately, MARYLIN...**

"I couldn't find a parking place..."